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Effing Weather App Makes Mobile Phone Users Laugh Even When Its Raining
Published on 09/13/13
Colorado based independent developer, Kevin Blakeley today announces Effing Weather 2.4,
an update to his fun-to-use weather app developed for iOS devices. Effing Weather provides
something that no other weather app has: a sense of humor. The app gives you quality data,
mixed with witty remarks, sarcasm, and just plain funny responses. Version 2.4 introduces
new free phrases, better accuracy, new in-app purchases, with the ability for users to
submit their own phrases.
Colorado Springs, Colorado - Independent developer, Kevin Blakeley today is proud to
announce the release of Effing Weather 2.4, an update to his fun-to-use weather app
developed for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices. Effing Weather provides something that
no other weather app has: a sense of humor. The app gives you quality data, mixed with
witty remarks, sarcasm, and just plain funny responses. The app is also easy as heck to
use and its social features make sharing funny moments a breeze.
"It's So Fricking Perfect, I Want To Play Hookie, says a new weather app that will make
people laugh"
290 reviews with a 4.5+ average rating.
If you are bored of reading the same old weather forecast where you are told it is going
to be sunny or rainy today then a new weather app is going to make a change to that.
Effing weather which was launched in January of 2013 makes fun of the weather. Instead of
telling you it is warm or cold outside, this fun weather app comes out with funny remarks
about the weather which includes:
" Who effing cares what the weather is, you're working today"
" Are you Effing kidding me? It's how cold?"
" It's a little effing cold, if you wanna be a wuss about it"
The developer wanted to cheer people up no matter what the weather is and by the huge
success of the application, it is working. Some of the positive feedback for the
application include:
" Bout time someone came up with something like this"
" Best weather app I've ever seen!! So hilarious and fun and TRUE!"
Cult of Mac says "Amazing, and pretty much all that needs to be said. Like a Big Mouth
Billy Bass, you will either love this app or hate it."
In2town Lifestyle Magazine have called the Effing Weather App one of the funniest apps
available for download.
The features of the novelty application which is taking the world by storm includes:
* Current weather conditions based on your current location
* Weather Underground is our weather provider
* Includes 100 Weather phrases to describe the current weather conditions
* The user also has the option to display the more vulgar expression, such as "It's
Fucking Cold"
* Users can also share the current weather conditions with their friends on their favorite
social network.
* Before sharing the current conditions, the user can also take a picture of the current
conditions and set that as the background of the app. This is helpful for when the user
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wants to share the current weather on their favorite social network.
* In App Purchases to buy more phrases with themes around Breaking Bad
The aim of the Effing Weather App is to make people laugh and to lighten the mood when the
weather is bad. Imagine being on a train or a bus and the people are staring outside
watching the heavens open up with rain, thinking soon they will be out there getting wet,
but then watch their faces as you switch on your Effng Weather App and get the humorous
weather forecast, watch them grin and smile and then watch them download the application
to show all their friends.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Optimized for the iPhone 5
* iOS 5.0 or later
* 17.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
If you want to have a laugh at the weather and want some fun with your phone then download
the Effing Weather App. Effing Weather 2.4 is Free and available worldwide exclusively
through the App Store in the Weather category. The developers aim was to make the weather
fun.
Effing Weather 2.4:
http://www.effingweatherapp.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id585726025
Media Assets:
http://www.effingweatherapp.com/media-kit/

Located in Colorado Springs, Colorado, Effing Weather was developed by Kevin Blakeley, an
independent iPhone App Developer. Copyright (C) 2013 Kevin Blakeley. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the
property of their respective owners.
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